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Abstract

The question of directionality, i.e. whether (simultaneous) interpreters should work only from their second into their first language or whether the opposite direction is equally acceptable or even preferable, remains controversial. Although the issue has received much attention, the results of empirical studies are often conflicting, as evidence in support of both interpreting directions has been put forward. It has hence been suggested that interpreting direction may possibly be influenced by extralinguistic factors (Gile 2005). For the study reported on in this article, an analysis is carried out of the success with which interpreters recreate the source language speech’s cohesive relations in their target language rendition. The results demonstrate that interpreting direction is not merely affected by at least one such variable, namely interpreters’ familiarity with the context of the speech to be interpreted, but may in fact be totally outweighed by this variable.
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1. Introduction

The term “directionality” in interpreting refers to the question of whether (simultaneous) interpreting should be performed only from a second or non-native language into a first or native language (first-language interpreting), or whether interpreting from a first into a second language (second-language interpreting) can result in an equally successful interpreting performance.

Interpreting into a first language is often presumed to result in idiomatically flawless target language production (Seleskovitch 1978). Those who favour interpreting into a second language, on the other hand, believe that better comprehension of the source speech, and hence accuracy, can be achieved in this direction (Denissenko 1989). Despite an abundance of research on the topic, studies that attempt to identify the optimal interpreting direction often yield conflicting results: while some researchers find evidence in favour of the superiority of first-language interpreting (Chang 2005, Daró, Lambert and Fabbro 1996), others show that second-language interpreting results in an equally or even more successful interpreting performance (Tommola and Helevä 1998, Tommola and Laakso 1997). Some scholars have therefore

1 This study is based on doctoral research currently being conducted at the University of the Witwatersrand.
suggested that interpreting direction may not be the only, or even the main, factor in predicting interpreting performance, but that other variables may instead influence interpreters’ performance in both interpreting directions (Gile 2005), thus accounting for the conflicting findings evident in the literature.

This article determines the effect that one such variable, namely interpreters’ familiarity with the context of the speech to be interpreted, has on interpreters’ performance in the two interpreting directions. The article presents evidence that interpreters’ familiarity with the context not only compensates for, but in some respects totally outweighs the linguistic advantages and disadvantages of any one interpreting direction.

In order to examine the effects of familiarity with the context on different interpreting directions, an analysis is conducted of the performances of eight interpreters during a simultaneous interpreting examination following an intensive eight-week postgraduate short course at the University of the Witwatersrand. Participants are recorded interpreting speeches into both their first and second languages, with the speeches (and thus interpretations) being on familiar as well as unfamiliar topics. Their four individual performances are then compared according to the extent to which the interpreters successfully recreate in their target language renditions the cohesive ties pertaining to the source speeches.

2. Directionality in interpreting

Many studies on directionality in interpreting aim to shed some light on the differences between the two interpreting directions. Although directionality has received attention from researchers for several decades and has been approached from many different angles, no consensus on the matter has been reached.

Some theorists have argued that in order to produce satisfactory target language output, interpreters must interpret exclusively into their first language (Seleskovitch 1978). Harris (1989:116) lists the “norm taught in Western European interpreter schools that interpreters should only work into their A language” which, according to him, could even be called a dogma, as the third of his suggested norms in interpreting. This conviction is based on the assumption that linguistically flawless output can only be produced when interpreting into a native language, and that it is not possible to produce faultless language, especially under stressful conditions such as those characteristic of simultaneous interpreting, in a non-native language.

The alleged superiority of first-language interpreting has, however, been contested by others who claim that interpreting into a second language is indeed an acceptable practice and may in fact be the preferable direction (Denissenko 1989). These proponents of second-language interpreting claim that this interpreting direction guarantees perfect source language comprehension and therefore a higher level of accuracy and completeness, which is arguably more important in interpreting than linguistically flawless target language speech.

However, supporters of first-language interpreting respond to the above argument by pointing out that professional interpreters already possess perfect comprehension and analysis skills in their non-native source languages, which consequently ensure accuracy and completeness during first-language interpreting.
Another less obvious argument that supports second-language interpreting includes the supposition that some, especially non-native, listeners may prefer listening to the arguably less idiomatic rendition of a non-native interpreter (Kalina 2005). On the other hand, Viaggio (1994) argues in support of first-language interpreting that perfect linguistic understanding of the source speech, supposedly granted during second-language interpreting, may not necessarily result in higher interpreting quality, and that it is in fact more difficult for interpreters listening to a native source speech to detach themselves from the linguistic form of the message.

In order to provide evidence in support of or against either of the above theoretical arguments, attempts have been made to determine empirically whether first-language interpreting does indeed result in a more successful interpreting performance than second-language interpreting. However, these studies do not provide the desired clear-cut answer.

On the one hand, some researchers provide empirical evidence in favour of first-language interpreting. Studies by Darò et al. (1996) and Chang (2005) indicate that interpreters, as traditionally argued, make more language use errors during second- than during first-language interpreting. Interestingly, however, it emerges that this direction can also lead to more meaning-based errors, resulting in lower accuracy and completeness of the target language message. Donovan (2004) confirms that major failures, such as a loss of complete ideas and unfinished sentences, can be observed more frequently during second-language interpreting. These studies therefore demonstrate that second-language interpreting can result in poorer quality regarding not only the linguistic features but also the accuracy and completeness of interpreters’ output.

On the other hand, Lee (2003, cited in Chang 2005) demonstrates in favour of second-language interpreting that Korean/English trainee interpreters make more meaning-based errors when interpreting into their first language, and more language-based errors when interpreting into their second language, arguably because of better target language production and monitoring skills during first-language interpreting, and better source language comprehension and memory capacity in second-language interpreting. The studies by Tommola and Laakso (1997) and Tommola and Helevä (1998) are consistent with this finding, as they observe higher propositional accuracy during second-language interpreting performances by Finnish/English trainee interpreters. Finally, Al-Salman and Al-Khanji’s (2002) data suggests that Arabic/English interpreters achieve successful informational transfer more often during second-language interpreting. This finding suggests that accuracy and completeness of the target language message are more likely to be achieved during second-language interpreting, contradicting the findings of the studies by Darò et al. (1996) and Chang (2005) mentioned above.

Like the theoretical arguments regarding directionality, empirical studies too produce contradictory results. A possible explanation for these inconsistent findings is that other variables apart from interpreting direction have affected interpreters’ performances in the individual studies. Gile (2005:17) explains that “[i]t is possible, and even plausible, that the effects of language mastery are smaller, and sometimes much smaller, than the effects of other variables”.

Some studies on directionality in interpreting provide more specific clues regarding the particular variables that should be considered in connection with interpreting direction, such as the amount of training received in a direction (Donovan 2004), the context of the source
language speech (Chang 2005), listeners’ linguistic backgrounds (Gile 1990), interpreters’ levels of expertise (Barik 1994, Bartłomiejczyk 2004) and the language combination under examination (Al-Salman and Al-Khanji 2002, Kurz and Färber 2003).

3. Familiarity with the context

It has furthermore been suggested that interpreters’ performances in different interpreting directions may be affected by interpreters’ extralinguistic knowledge in the field discussed in the speech to be interpreted. Clients of interpreting services surveyed in Donovan (2002), for example, while indifferent towards interpreting direction, highlight the fact that they prefer interpreters who are familiar with the context of the speech they are interpreting. In line with this, Gile (1993:71) argues that “the better the extralinguistic knowledge, the less knowledge of the language is required to reach the same level of comprehension” (given that the interpreter possesses some, as yet undetermined, minimum level of each).

The benefits of extralinguistic knowledge or context familiarity as such on interpreting performance have been affirmed by interpreters as well as theorists. Several studies provide evidence in support of this: Al-Salman and Al-Khanji (2002), for example, observe that interpreters employ more successful communication strategies when they are familiar with the context of the speech to be interpreted. Vuorikoski (2004:236) observes a higher number of omissions and errors in cases in which the context is unfamiliar to the interpreter, concluding that “accuracy is influenced […] by the interpreter’s knowledge of the subject”. While Anderson (1994) concludes on the basis of her data that prior exposure to the context of a speech does not improve the performance of participants (measured according to the intelligibility and informativity of the target language rendition), she concedes that the speeches used in her study were extremely general in nature, and that more pronounced effects of context familiarity on interpreting performance may only be observed when interpreters are presented with more specialised source language speeches.

However, it is not clear whether and to what extent context familiarity affects the two interpreting directions in different ways. While it is plausible to assume that a greater understanding of the extralinguistic context may compensate to some extent for an interpreter’s gap in second-language comprehension and production proficiency, no evidence to this effect has to date been provided. This article demonstrates that interpreters’ familiarity with the context may not only compensate for certain production gaps during second-language interpreting, but may, in certain respects, entirely outweigh any possible effects of interpreting direction. The study focuses on interpreters’ familiarity with the “specialised context” of the source language speech, described by Setton (2006:379) as consisting of the interpreter’s technical knowledge of the topic.

4. Cohesion in interpreting

One of the features that may be affected by interpreting direction and by familiarity with the specialised context of the source language speech is the cohesion of the interpreted target language speech. While little research has been done on how simultaneous interpreters create cohesion in their target language output, the study of cohesion in translated text has received extensive attention from scholars. Parallel studies comparing source and target texts have found that the translation process can lead to shifts in cohesion between a source text and its translation (Blum-Kulka
1986/2002). On the other hand, comparable studies that compare translated and non-translated texts have provided some evidence that the cohesive patterning in translated texts may differ from the cohesive patterning in non-translated language (Olohan and Baker 2000).

The above findings for translated text need not necessarily apply to simultaneously interpreted speech as interpreters work in different environments, are subject to different constraints and often apply different strategies from those typically employed in translation. However, studies of interpreted speech provide evidence which suggests that the way in which interpreters recreate source speech cohesive ties may be affected by interpreting direction and interpreters’ familiarity with the context, both affecting cohesion in their own individual ways.

Gumul (2006), for example, finds that student interpreters use more explicitation (including the addition of connective devices that make source speech cohesive networks more explicit) during second- than during first-language interpreting. She attributes the higher occurrence of explicitation during second-language interpreting to the participants’ problems in finding appropriate stylistic equivalents in their non-native target language (Gumul 2006:slide 28).

Shlesinger (1995), on the other hand, discovers that student interpreters’ prior exposure to a speech (and hence a presumably increased level of familiarity with it) may also affect the way in which interpreters transfer the source speech’s cohesive ties into the target speech. Her data shows that “when the interpreter has enjoyed prior exposure to the text, the proportion of omissions and errors [regarding cohesive devices] will be reduced” (Shlesinger 1995:212).

Apart from being influenced by both interpreting direction and interpreters’ familiarity with the context, cohesion – together with sense consistency with the original message – is also considered of major importance for the perceived quality of the interpreted product by both interpreters themselves and by different user groups, as ascertained in a survey conducted by Kurz (1993). An analysis of the recreation of source speech cohesion in the target language thus constitutes a worthwhile endeavour. The following sections therefore examine whether and to what extent interpreting direction and familiarity with the specialised context interact regarding interpreters’ success in recreating the source speech’s cohesive ties, and in particular those expressed by causal and adversative conjunctions in the source language speech.

5. Data

The data analysed in this article consists of recordings of eight interpreters sitting a simultaneous interpreting examination following the eight-week intensive short course “Introduction to Conference Interpreting”2 conducted at the Wits Language School at the University of the Witwatersrand in September 2012. The course, conducted by an interpreter trainer accredited with the International Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC), was taught via blended learning, with a six-week online component followed by a two-week masterclass and an examination. The course bears credit towards an Honours or a Masters in Interpreting, and contains a similar number of notional study hours as a semester course taught once a week.

---

2 The name of the course has since changed to “Conference Interpreting Skills”.
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Due to the difficulties associated with administering language tests to native and near-native speakers as discussed by, for example, Chang (2005), the participants’ language dominance and extralinguistic backgrounds were instead assessed during interviews based on the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire developed by Marian, Blumenfeld and Kaushanskaya (2007). The interviews were conducted throughout the duration of the course. Table 1 below provides an overview of the participants’ language and extralinguistic backgrounds. Four interpreters speak French as their first language and English as their second language, three interpreters speak Afrikaans as their first and English as their second language, and one interpreter speaks German as her first and English as her second language.

Table 1. Participants’ language and extralinguistic backgrounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interpreter</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>Interpreting experience</th>
<th>Other work / study experience</th>
<th>Regularly interprets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1m</td>
<td>Afr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Yes, mainly into L2</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Law, sports, engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2m</td>
<td>Afr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Yes, in both directions</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Physiology, pharmacy, economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3f</td>
<td>Afr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Mainly training, both directions</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1m</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Yes, in both directions</td>
<td>Business administration</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2m</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Yes, in both directions</td>
<td>Law, marketing</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3m</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Yes, in both directions</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Health, policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4f</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Mainly training, both directions</td>
<td>Psychology, journalism, translation</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1f</td>
<td>Ger</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>Yes, mainly into L2</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>Engineering, pharmacy, economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purposes of the examination, each participant had to simultaneously interpret four different speeches, each approximately ten minutes in length. Two speeches had to be interpreted into a first language and two speeches into a second language. For each interpreting direction, one speech represented a topic with which the participants were familiar and one speech represented a topic with which the participants were unfamiliar. The four examination speeches therefore represent the following four interpreting situations:

(a) Into L1, familiar topic  
(b) Into L1, unfamiliar topic  
(c) Into L2, familiar topic  
(d) Into L2, unfamiliar topic

The topics of the familiar context speeches were practised extensively during the course preceding the exams. The interpreters are therefore considered more familiar with the specialised context of these particular speeches due to the intensive training received in
interpreting speeches on these topics. (In order to confirm that participants were not otherwise familiar with the topics of the unfamiliar context speeches, the interviews referred to above also included questions to determine the participants’ backgrounds in fields other than interpreting as well as the fields for which they typically interpret.)

The topics that are addressed in the familiar speeches include the fall of the Berlin Wall (Afrikaans source speech), economic development in Africa (English source speech), women’s rights (French source speech), and civil aviation (German source speech). The unknown topic speeches deal with Halal signs on food packaging (Afrikaans source speech), human evolution (English source speech), the physical properties of the egg shell (French source speech), and self-steering cars (German source speech). The speeches were selected by the examiner and were pre-recorded. All speeches are comparable in length; however, not all speeches are comparable regarding source speech input rate and lexical density, a shortcoming of the study which may cause differences in interpreter performance.

All source and target language recordings have been transcribed according to EPIC transcription conventions (SSLMIT 2004) but excluding paralinguistic features (which are not examined in the present study). The parallel corpus tool ParaConc269 (Barlow 2003) is employed to identify the relevant source language segments along with their corresponding target language renditions. In the following sections, the participants’ performances in the four interpreting situations are examined through an analysis of the participants’ success in recreating source speech cohesive ties in the different interpreting situations.

6. Recreation of cohesive ties

The analysis in this section focuses on the recreation of the adversative and causal relations present in the source language speeches. After the relevant source language segments containing adversative and causal relations have been identified in the source speeches, all segments are reviewed manually in order to verify their function, as some devices (such as since) may fulfill different cohesive functions. The cohesive devices listed in Table 2 appear in the relevant source language speeches:
The target language renditions aligned with the relevant source speech segments are subsequently located in the transcriptions of the interpreters’ output using ParaConc269 (Barlow 2003). The source speech’s cohesive ties are then compared to the type of cohesion created by the interpreter in the corresponding target language segment. The comparison between source and target language segments leads to the classification of the interpreters’ renditions into six main categories of strategies that the interpreters in the present study have employed in order to render the source speech cohesive ties in the target language. These strategies are explained in (a) to (f) below:

(a) Retention of conjunction

The interpreter employs a direct target language equivalent of the conjunction or phrase used in the source language.

Example 1: Afrikaans → English: The fall of the Berlin Wall (A1m)

- SL: … die probleem was nie die bewese be- uh verrigtingsvoertuig van vrye markte nie [[maar]] die roeklose manier waarop daardie voertuig bestuur is dikwels deur die verkeerspolisie self …
- Back translation: … the problem was not the pr- uh proven vehicle of free markets [[but]] the reckless manner in which that vehicle was driven, often by the traffic police themselves …
- TL: … the problem was not so much the vehicle of free market [[but]] rather the reckless way in which that vehicle was driven quite often by the traffic police themselves …

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Cohesive devices in source language speeches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Afrikaans source speeches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversative (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egter (‘however’) (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maar (‘but’) (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terwyl (‘whereas’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adversative devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dus (‘thus’) (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omdat (‘because’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aangesien (‘seeing that’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derhalwe (‘therefore’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redes waarom (‘reasons why’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten einde (‘in order to’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English source speeches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversative (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>however (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>though (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whereas (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adversative devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>because (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that’s why (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>since (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>then (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>French source speeches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversative (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mais (‘but’) (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adversative devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donc (‘therefore’) (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’est pourquoi (‘that’s why’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afin (‘in order to’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par (‘by’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[estompe] avec [l’augmentation]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(‘[wears away] as […] increases’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German source speeches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversative (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sondern (‘but’) (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allerdings (‘however’) (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aber (‘but’) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adversative devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denn (‘since’) (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deshalb (‘therefore’) (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weil (‘because’) (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um (‘in order to’) (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(b) Use of a different conjunction with the same or a similar cohesive function

The interpreter does not use a direct target language equivalent of the source language conjunction but a different conjunction or phrase that establishes the same cohesive relation as the one pertaining to the source speech.

Example 2: Afrikaans → English; Halaal signs on food packaging (A2m)

- **SL**: … en dat deur die oorvloedige beskikbaarheid daarvan in onbe- uh openbare handel-kleinhandelswinkels die keusevryheid van Christene ingeperk word en dit [[dus]] neerkom op diskriminasie // dit geld ook wat betref die tekens van ander gelowe op kosprodukte …
- **Back translation**: … and that as a result of the excessive availability of this in un- uh public retail stores the freedom of choice for Christians is limited and it [[thus]] comes down to discrimination // this also applies to the signs of other religions on food products …
- **TL**: … the small retailers must then have the uh will then limit the choice of Christians and [[then]] it comes down to discrimination // it also includes the symbols of other religions on food products …

(c) No conjunction

The interpreter does not use any cohesive conjunction or phrase; the cohesive relationship between the relevant elements is therefore left implicit (but not in any way altered).

Example 3: English → French; Human evolution (F3m)

- **SL**: … and it is true that she was found in Africa more in Tanzania in the Rift Valley next to Ngorongoro Crater // [[but]] now we have to see how humans have gone through the evolution …
- **TL**: … et et on l’a connu en Afrique dans la vallée dans une valleé de la Tanzanie // [[- - -]] maintenant nous devons nous allons voir comment l’évolution l’évolu- l’évolution du genre humain s’est produite …
- **Back translation**: … and and and she was found in Africa in the valley in a valley in Tanzania // [[- - -]] now we need to we will see how the evolution the evolu- the evolution of the human species has come about …

(d) Reformulation

The interpreter reformulates the source language segment in such a way that the source language cohesive device is rendered unnecessary. In the following example, the idea of promoting and protecting human rights in the source language speech is summarised by the interpreter, who refers to the more general idea of paying attention to human rights.

Example 4: English → French; Economic development in Africa (F1m)

- **SL**: … this is demonstrated by the Foreign Secretary’s commitment to a foreign policy in which the promotion [[and]] protection of human rights around the world …
- **TL**: … mais l’engagement du ministère des affaires étrangères de la Grande Bretagne est de prêter attention aux droits de l’homme à travers le monde …
• **Back translation:** … but the British ministry of foreign affairs is committed to paying attention to human rights around the world …

(e) **Omission of segment**

The interpreter does not use any cohesive device because the entire source language segment has been omitted. The target language message may or may not be logically cohesive; part of the meaning has been lost.

**Example 5: English → French; Economic development in Africa (F4f)**

- **SL:** … and it is demonstrated by our plans to devote zero point seven per cent of our gross national income to international aid from two thousand and thirteen [[despite]] these tough economic times // indeed we are the first country in the G twenty to set out exactly how we will do so …
- **TL:** … zéro virgule sept pour cent de nos revenus sont dévoyés ou dévolus uh à l’Afrique pour les aider [[- - -]] // la prochaine mit- mission le prochain sommet de G vingt portera sur comment est-ce qu’on pourrait améliorer les conditions en Afrique …
- **Back translation:** … zero comma seven per cent of our revenues are diverted or allocated uh to Africa to help them [[- - -]] // the next mit- mission, the next G twenty summit will deal with how we could improve conditions in Africa …

(f) **Different cohesive relationship**

The interpreter uses a cohesive device that creates a different cohesive function. As a result, the cohesive relationship in the target text differs from the one conveyed in the source speech. (In the example below, the relation between the two clauses in the source language speech is adversative; however, it becomes causal in the target language rendition.) This category also includes those omissions and reformulations that result in a cohesive relationship different from the one pertaining to the source speech.

**Example 6: Afrikaans → English; Halaal signs on food packaging (A1m)**

- **SL:** … die omset van die wêreldmark waarvan Suid-Afrika die vyfde grootste bydraer is word beraam op twee komma vyf tri[j]ard uhm uh VSA-Dollar // dit [[terwy]l] die Suid-Afrikaanse Moslems minder as nul punt nul vyf van die Moslem-bevolkings wêreldwyd uitmaak …
- **Back translation:** … the turnover of the world market of which South Africa is the fifth largest contributor is estimated at two comma five trillion US Dollar // that [[while]] South African Muslims account for less than zero point zero five of the world’s Muslim population …
- **TL:** … the turnover the world market of which South Africa ha- is the fifth largest contributor comes down to one comma five trillions of Rands or rather Dollars // [[that means that]] the South African Muslims contribute less than zero point zero five per cent of the world’s Muslim population …

Strategies (a) to (d) are considered to result in a successful transfer of the source speech’s cohesive networks. Although not all of these segments formally retain the cohesive device used by the source language speaker, from a functional perspective, cohesion is maintained in the
target language rendition either through different means or by implication. On the other hand, strategies (e) and (f) are considered unsuccessful attempts at recreating the source speech’s cohesive relationships in the interpreted rendition, as the relevant segment is either entirely omitted or the interpreter creates a cohesive relationship which differs from the one present in the source speech.

In the following sections, the percentages of successful and unsuccessful strategies employed while producing a particular rendition are compared across the different interpreting directions and levels of familiarity with the specialised context. Although the results were not tested for statistical significance, a difference of 5% or more between different interpreting performances by the same interpreter is considered to be an indication of a difference in performance; differences between successful and unsuccessful strategies of under 5% are considered an indication of a similar degree of success at interpreting the various speeches under comparison. Each interpreter’s four individual performances are analysed separately in section 6.1 in order to determine whether familiarity with the specialised context has an interpreting direction-specific effect on interpreter performance as far as the recreation of cohesive ties in the target language is concerned. Thereafter, all first- and second-language interpreting performances (regardless of the level of familiarity with the context) will be compared with each other in section 6.2, followed by a comparison of all familiar and unfamiliar context performances (regardless of interpreting direction) in section 6.3. Section 6.4 contrasts the interpreters’ performance during first-language interpreting of an unfamiliar context speech and second-language interpreting of a familiar context speech.

6.1 Effect of familiarity with the context on first- and second-language interpreting

Familiarity with the specialised context appears to have a similar impact on both first- and second-language interpreting as far as the interpreters’ success in recreating source speech cohesive ties is concerned. A relative majority of the interpreters appear to benefit from familiarity with the context in both interpreting directions. Consider Figures 1a to d:

![Figure 1a](http://spilplus.journals.ac.za)  
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**Figure 1a.** Number of interpreters performing better during L1 interpreting when familiar with the context of the speech  

**Figure 1b.** Successful strategies (in %) for interpreting familiar and unfamiliar context speeches into the L1
During first-language interpreting, as illustrated in Figure 1a, six interpreters perform better when interpreting the speech on a familiar context, one interpreter (A3f) performs better when interpreting the unfamiliar context speech, and one interpreter (F4f) performs equally well regardless of her familiarity with the specialised context of the source speeches. As the familiar and the unfamiliar English source language speeches are delivered at comparable rates (106 words per minute and 101 words per minute, respectively), this finding cannot be the result of differences in source speech input rates. The better performances when interpreting the familiar source language speech are furthermore achieved despite the fact that the familiar English source language speech confronts the interpreters with a higher lexical density ($L_d = 58$) than the unfamiliar English source language speech ($L_d = 48$).

Figure 1c shows that during second-language interpreting, five interpreters perform better when they are familiar with the specialised context of the source speech, one interpreter (A1m) is more successful when interpreting the unfamiliar speech, and two interpreters (A2m, G1f) are equally successful regardless of their familiarity with the context.

Although a relative majority of the interpreters benefit from familiarity with the context in both interpreting directions, their level of familiarity has no interpreting direction-specific impact as far as the recreation of cohesive ties is concerned, as both interpreting directions similarly benefit from the interpreters’ familiarity with the specialised context. (It may, however, be noted that the difference in performance between familiar and unfamiliar context, illustrated by Figures 1b and 1d, is sometimes greater for second- than for first-language interpreting, suggesting that in some cases, second-language interpreting benefits to a greater extent from the interpreters’ familiarity with the context than first-language interpreting.) However, it must be noted that the fact that the familiar French source language speech was delivered at a slower rate than the unfamiliar French source language speech may be partly responsible for the result that all the French interpreters perform better when interpreting the familiar French speech into their second language. On the other hand, an Afrikaans interpreter achieves a significantly higher score for interpreting the familiar Afrikaans speech into her second language despite its
higher input rate (154 words per minute) when compared with the unfamiliar Afrikaans source speech (139 words per minute).

In order to determine whether interpreters’ transfer of cohesive devices is affected by either one of the above two variables, the following two sections compare the interpreters’ performance for both speeches interpreted into the first language with their performance for both speeches interpreted into the second language (section 6.2), and finally for interpreting both speeches on familiar topics and interpreting both speeches on unfamiliar topics (section 6.3).

6.2 Interpreting direction

Interpreting direction per se does not consistently affect the success with which interpreters recreate source speech cohesive relations in their target language output. Consider the figures below:

Figure 2a. Number of interpreters performing better in L1 and L2 interpreting

Figure 2b. Successful strategies (in %) per interpreter for L1 and L2 interpreting

Figure 2a shows that two interpreters (A1m, A3f) use more successful strategies during first-language interpreting than during second-language interpreting, two interpreters (F1m, G1f) are more successful during second-language interpreting and four interpreters (A2m, F2m, F3m, F4f) are equally successful in both interpreting directions. No effect of source speech input rate can be identified. Figure 2b presents the percentage values of successful strategies that each interpreter achieved for the two interpreting directions. No consistent effect of interpreting direction on the interpreters’ success at recreating source speech adversative and causal relations is evident3.

6.3 Familiarity with the topic

The interpreters’ familiarity with the topic of the speech, on the other hand, has a strong effect on the interpreters’ transfer of cohesive relations, as can be seen in Figure 3a below.

---

3 Whether the participants in this study add cohesive devices to their output in order to make the target language rendition more explicitly cohesive than the source language speech during any one interpreting direction (as found in Gumul 2006) is not investigated in this study, as the present analysis only focuses on the way in which interpreters transfer cohesive relations that are present in the source language speech. The results therefore neither support nor contradict Gumul’s (2006) findings.
Based on the combined values of both familiar and both unfamiliar speeches, all eight interpreters are more successful when interpreting speeches on the familiar topics compared to their renditions of speeches on the unfamiliar topics, regardless of source speech input rate, although for some interpreters the difference in performance is greater than for others (see Figure 3b). This confirms Shlesinger’s (1995) finding that interpreters are more successful in recreating source speech cohesive relations when they have some degree of familiarity with the source speech. Whereas Shlesinger’s (1995) participants had had prior exposure to the exact same speech to be interpreted, the present study indicates that interpreter training in a specific topic has similarly beneficial effects on interpreter performance.

It can therefore be concluded that familiarity with the topic of the speech to be interpreted, achieved through topic-specific interpreting training, positively affects interpreters’ success in recreating source speech adversative and causal relations in the target language rendition whereas interpreting direction on its own has no consistent effect on this aspect of the interpreters’ performance. The effects of an extralinguistic variable, namely familiarity with the topic, clearly are more significant as far as the interpreters’ successful recreations of source speech cohesive relations are concerned, rendering considerations regarding interpreting direction less relevant in this respect.

6.4 L1 interpreting of unfamiliar topics vs. L2 interpreting of familiar topics

It is worth noting that when the interpreters’ renditions of the first-language interpreting/unfamiliar topic speeches are compared to their renditions of the second-language interpreting/familiar topic speeches, seven of the eight interpreters in this study are more successful in recreating source speech adversative and causal relations when interpreting a familiar speech into their second language than when interpreting an unfamiliar speech into their first language; only one interpreter (A1m) is more successful when interpreting the unknown speech into his first language than when interpreting the known topic into his second language.
Putting directionality into context

This finding, illustrated by Figures 4a and 4b above, indicates that familiarity with the topic of the speech to be interpreted usually has a greater effect on the interpreters’ performance than interpreting direction, and clearly outweighs any effects of interpreting direction. Most of the interpreters are found to be more successful when rendering a speech on a familiar topic into their second language than when rendering a speech on an unfamiliar topic into their first language. Familiarity with the topic therefore appears to offset the advantages of any one interpreting direction as far as the successful recreation of source speech cohesive networks is concerned.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, interpreting direction appears not to be the main predictor of interpreters’ success in the transfer of source speech cohesive devices; this feature of interpreters’ output appears instead to be affected by other, extralinguistic factors such as interpreters’ familiarity with the topic of the speech to be interpreted. Regarding the recreation of source speech cohesive ties, interpreting direction is therefore not a relevant factor in predicting interpreting performance. Instead, interpreters consistently perform better when they are familiar with the topic of the source language speech. The assumption that the effects of other, extralinguistic factors on interpreter performance may be much less significant than the effects of language mastery (Gile 2005:17) therefore proves to hold true for the small corpus examined in the present study.

This finding may explain why the different studies on directionality in interpreting, discussed in section 2, often appear to contradict one another. As participants in these studies may have different levels of familiarity with the specialised contexts of the speeches that they are interpreting, the performances recorded for first- and second-language interpreting across different studies (or within the same study) may vary.

---

4 This finding may furthermore imply that interpreters’ context familiarity compensates more for the presumed gap in second-language production skills during second-language interpreting (as theorised by Setton 2004) than it does for the presumed gap in second-language comprehension skills during first-language interpreting.
Although it has been shown that the cohesion of the interpreter’s target language output can be affected by interpreting direction (Gumul 2006), it may be argued that this specific variable is likely to be influenced more strongly by his or her familiarity with the specialised context of the source language speech than by interpreting direction, for obvious reasons: an interpreter who has some extent of familiarity with a certain topic is more likely to know whether the relation between two clauses is adversative or causal in nature. Nonetheless, interpreters’ success at recreating source speech cohesive ties in their target language output is a highly relevant factor in determining the quality of the interpreted product in the eyes of both professional interpreters and different types of listeners (Kurz 1993). It is possible, but it remains to be determined whether familiarity with the topic (and other extralinguistic variables) also has similar effects on elements other than the recreation of cohesive relations.

The above finding holds implications for interpreter training as well as professional practice. Regarding training, it appears recommendable to provide interpreters with subject-specific training and/or techniques for dealing with speeches on entirely unfamiliar topics. Regarding professional interpreting practice, it has become clear that interpreters’ native and non-native languages should not be the sole criterion under consideration when selecting interpreters for an assignment, as other factors, and in particular interpreters’ level of familiarity with the topic of the speech to be interpreted, may prove much more relevant to interpreting performance.
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